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Yildiz "Midas" Avci

Yildiz Avci is a player character played by SirSkully.

Yildiz Avci
Callsign: Midas

Species & Gender: Nepleslian Female
Date of Birth: YE 17
Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Pilot

Rank: Commander
Current Placement: Frontier Skies

Physical Description

Yildiz stands a hair taller than her countrymen at 6'3“ with a silhouette both curvaceous and strong,
broad shoulders and hips compliment a svelte and striated waistline, with impressive biceps framing her
buxom and weighty chest. With a strong, triangular jaw and high cheekbones Yildiz is a rather handsome
woman. Soft lips, rich hazel eyes and a streak of grey in her otherwise dark-brown hair - normally kept in
a practical braid over her left shoulder.

Yildiz's right arm is made from a series of gold and black composite plates below her elbow, a rather
sturdy and fairly high-end looking augmentation that distracts from her other cybernetics. That limb
distracts most from noticing her other implants, with Yildiz's left eye being a mechanical replacement in a
slightly lighter shade of brown. The eye is connected to a direct neural interface in the base of her skull
and a basic ballistic computer by a bundle of synthetic nerves, with the main giveaway being the way it
reflects infrared light.

Her well-marbled musculature features a handful of scars slicing through her mocha-toned skin, a neat
surgical scar beneath the crease of each breast, a small scar splitting Yildiz's left eyebrow, and a jagged
zipper of scar-tissue on the inside of her right bicep. Her voice is husky and she typically carries a faint
scent of rich Coffee, dressing in fairly utilitarian though form-flattering outfits when off-duty.

Personality

Yildiz is a calculating, incredibly level-headed individual with a constant desire to push herself further.
Her eyes are constantly picking apart the motivations, methods and minutae of those around her - often
absentmidedly mirroring the way others handle their utensils in the mess-hall.

Despite her tendency to pick people apart Yildiz is quite a personable individual with a husky, infectious
giggle. Her sly gaze, attentive body-language and faint smirk are usually enough to lure most strangers
into talking with her.
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History

Yildiz Avci was born in mid YE 17 in the cargo-bay of his family's mega-shuttle as it transported goods
between distant ports, a baby of the void who knew only artificial lighting and pressurized hulls for the
first few months of his life. It was a nomadic life of flying port-to-port with caravans of other cargo long-
haulers, and while Yildiz took to it quickly, he always wanted to see more of the universe than just the
outer-edge cargo lanes of the Kikyo Sector.

Near his 16th birthday Yildiz jumped ship and caught a ride with an outer-sector mercenary fleet that
were making their way into Nepleslian space, leaving behind a heartfelt note to his family as he began
his new life helping out with logistics and repairs for this mercenary company. Over the next few years
he moved from doing repairs on the mercenary fighters after missions of sitting in the cockpit, and fully
embraced Nepleslian culture, beginning to adopt female pronouns in YE 22 as the augmentations began
piling on.

Yildiz's final flight as a mercenary was mid-YE 39, where her cockpit was shattered in-atmosphere by a
high-profile Kuvexian-backed mercenary pilot. The enemy pilot sent her Scimitar Starfighter into a flat-
spin and lodged shards of the fighter's canopy in her left eye and right arm, despite this, Yildiz still
managed to point her nose at the enemy long enough to rip his gilded jet apart with her heavy laser.

With her contract nearing its end and having crashed not too far from a Nepleslian base Yildiz opted to
not pop her emergency beacon and instead marched to that base, the enemy pilot's helmet in tow
cashing in the bounty on the target, getting herself patched up and beginning the enlistment process.
Yildiz plated the cybernetic replacement for her right arm with parts taken from that enemy pilot's
helmet and would go on to earn the callsign “Midas” for it, well-documented history as a wing-for-hire
helping her expedite the process to be put in the seat of a fighter somewhat, starting a highly successful
career.

Her unique past as a mercenary pilot before joining the navy soon found Midas swapping careers from
being solely a fighter pilot to playing the role of various adversaries for training purposes, exposure to
the non-traditional tactics and airframes used by outer-sector mercenaries aiding her in this process.

Her exposure to the non-traditional tactics and airframes used by outer-sector independent pilots quickly
found Midas taking the role of various adversaries for training purposes, a roll she thoroughly enjoyed
until YE 45 when an opportunity arose to attach herself to the Second Expeditionary Fleet as the lead of a
small three-man flight dubbed “Warwolf Squadron” - a chance to expose herself to pilots outside of the
Kikyo sector once again.

Social Connections

Yildiz Avci name is connected to:

Yilmaz Avci (mother)
Aslan Avci (father)
Efe Avci (brother)
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Alyse Du’tonn (friend)
Huginn and Muninn (squaddies)

Inventory & Finance

Yildiz Avci has the Nepleslian Standard Issue Equipment

1 CSS Suit
1 Disrupter Flight Suit1)

2 Button-up short-sleeved overshirt, blue, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
2 Blue jeans
1 Garrison hat, blue, with flash patch
1 pair of finger-cut gloves, leather, brown
1 pair of shoes, brown
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 double-strap belt, brown
2 T shirt, white, with fleet number on the right chest
2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, blue
1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, brown
2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, blue
2 Work-out shorts, light blue

1 Bikini, blue, fleet number on right breast.
1 Pistol, Styrling Silver Special .45 Caliber, with 2 extra magazines

1 Duffel Bag
1 Laundry Bag
1 pair of identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
1 Wallet with the Naval Corps Insignia plated on it.
Styrling Shot 122)

Starting pay of: 6000 DA

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2023/04/04 12:32. In the case SirSkully becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character approved here.

1)

a golden laurel has been painted onto the helmet and wraps from one side, around the back, to the other
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- the right chest buckle has has been replaced with a Skusten copy
2)

featuring a pistol grip, a fore-end with a vertical grip moulded into it, a strong laser pointer and a shell-
holder
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